BUILD YOUR SPIRITUAL COMMUNITY
The modern world of worship leverages the use of technology for spiritual purposes. Large and small venues are incorporating IMAG, online, and multi-campus productions to reach a broader believer-base cost-effectively.

Amplify your spiritual message
Display and update pertinent speaker and sermon details including passages and hymns in real-time, or bring in remote guest speakers from across the globe. Using video production and social media tools, combined with broadcast-quality, dynamic graphics and interactive content, you will be able to create the ultimate worshiper experience.

Reach a wider congregation
Reach local and remote believers including adjoining rooms and satellite campuses easily and effectively.

Make it easy
The Ross House of Worship production solution with unified device control is easy to set up and intuitive to use. Realize expert productions from your volunteer community.
Ross Worship Production

*Cost effective PTZ camera*
*Control from Dashboard and Carbonite production switchers*
*Great low light performance*
*Fast recall times*
*Power over Ethernet*
*Genlock-able*
*Live Streaming off of the camera*

Free software for Mac | PC | Linux
*Control of most Ross Monitor devices across Campus networks*
*Build custom panels for simplified workflows controlling multiple devices including 3rd Party*
*2RU Ultritouch control panel for Router control or Custom panel Operation*
*1RU – 5RU frame size going from 16x16 to 160 x 160 Routing Matrix*
*Full audio Matrix including audio shuffling and non-Blocking MADI integration*
*Software Defined Multiviewers and frame syncs to easily grow the video system*
*Clean switch on every output*
*Dashboard Controlled + Rosstalk integration*
*Multiple Frame and Panel sizes including software control with Dashboard*
*Up to 3 Control surfaces per frame*
*Software upgradeable ME's, Frame Syncs, and Multiviewers*
*Powerful Custom Controls for executing complex production elements seamlessly*
*Easy to learn and Volunteer Friendly*
*Hardware base Video server for frame accurate playback with multiple channels of audio*
*Multiple frame sizes available*
*Rock solid recording capabilities*
*Time slice capabilities for multi-Campus production*
*Control through Dashboard / Carbonite*
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